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Introduction
With very small beam sizes at IP (several tens of nanome-

ters in the vertical direction) and the presence of strong FFS
quadrupoles in the CEPC, the luminosity is very sensitive to the
mechanical vibrations, requiring excellent control over the two
colliding beams to ensure an optimum geometrical overlap be-
tween them and thereby maximize the luminosity. Fast luminos-
ity measurements and an IP orbit feedback system are therefore
essential. In this paper, we will show the preliminary design con-
sideration for a fast luminosity feedback system at CEPC.

Orbit feedback methods
There are two methods for the IP orbit feedback system at

CEPC[1,2,3]:

• Beam-beam deflection driven method [vertical]

The offset at the IP is too small to be accurately measured,
but due to the beam-beam effect, which can introduce an
deflect angle, and then transfer to a larger offset, by measur-
ing this beam orbit with BPMs upstream and downstream
of the IP , we can estimate the offset at the IP and the sign.

• Luminosity driven system [horizontal]

Based on the measurement of the luminosity, we can know
the offset between two beams, but cannot easily know its
sign. And many other effects may also cause luminos-
ity changes at relatively low frequency, should introduce a
dithering with certain frequency.

Vertical—Beam-beam deflection driven method

Our preliminary scheme is to place 4 sets of BPMs on both
sides of the IP for each ring, which located near the maximum
betay. In this way, the current resolution of BPMs is good
enough for vertical IP orbit feedback.

Horizontal—Fast Luminosity Monitor

The fast luminosity monitor based on radiative Bhabha at
zero degree, which has a very large cross section (≈ 150mbarn).
Find 3 possible detector positions where the loss rate is large
enough and radiative Bhabha at zero degree process dominates
over the sum of other particles loss processes.

Conclusion

• Fast Luminosity Tuning System, including fast BPMs
and fast luminosity monitor, would be necessary for
CEPC.We already have some candidate positions and
potential detector solutions.The detailed design of the de-
tectors is get started.

• More detailed simulations needs to be done to study
more, including determine the detailed location and
quantity of BPMs and the design of detectors and feed-
back.
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